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introduction: live

Camus was wrong. Whether or not to kill oneself is not the only question. That
would be as absurd as those old romantic novels that ended at the altar, as
ridiculous as Ewan MacGregor walking into the credits choosing life. The
difficult question, the one that matters, the one we have to answer in the real
world and not the halls of learning, is what the hell you do next once you’ve
decided to live.

For all that so much of the material in this book deals with death, this is a
book about life. It has two starting points, the two things we wake up to every
day – that it would be so much easier not to open our eyes, but to lie back down
and slowly forget to breathe; and that we do not. We take that magnificent,
exhilarating, impossible, anarchic, destructive, mind-boggling, terrifying decision
to live.

Choosing life does not mean oblating oneself on the altar of beige. To
live, in the belief that it is somehow easier to do so than to die; to live, and to
believe every obstacle is thereby behind us; these are acts of self-deception I
long to able to perform, but can’t. For many many people, making the choice to
live means a daily struggle with, and embracing of, pain, hurt, and helplessness.

This collection is about the full implication of what it means to live, not
just to breathe, but to grapple again and again with the effortless simplicity of
death and the impossibility of life, but to choose, again and again and again, the
latter. To choose life is to choose the unpassable course. To choose life is to live
at the edge of the map of the human soul, in a place where every eyeline looks
beyond the horizon, and to continue into that hot, chill, black, burning bright
unknown regardless. To choose life means, on occasion, to choose the
unacceptable, the inconceivable, the immoral, the ridiculous.

My writing has been called bleak, dark, and bereft of joy and hope. The
first two of these I will readily concede. The latter two, never. In a world where
the default setting is vanilla, acceptance, expectation, normal; in a world where
the tragic few who wrestle with life full-on and fail are condemned when it is
not they who are too sick for the world, but the world too sick for them; in a
world where the grey, suited swamp of the billion walking dead is revered; in
this world, anyone or anything that celebrates the full, damaged, despairing,
fucked-up and spectacular reality of life is a shriek, a shout, a holler of joy to
pierce the eardrum of death.

Open up this book, take a deep breath of it into yourself and smell and
taste and touch the words and let them graze the inside of your lungs. Fill your
heart and your blood and your head with its oxygen, and go out and live.
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the things me and cody talked about while she was bleeding out

When I was asked to write a four minute response to a piece of art that, from
the photo link I’d been sent, seemed to be called Everything I didn’t have the first
clue where to start, so I went to see my friend, the writer and artist Cody James.

She was in the bathroom when I called round but she shouted me to go
in, so I did and sat on the loo seat. I asked her how I was meant to talk about
everything in four minutes and if she minded helping me out. She was making
the fourth cut when I came in and the water was already pink.

She said she’d give it what time she had.
I told her I thought the sculpture was divided into four parts, and that

was about all I could remember from the picture.
She looked at me and said “I should tell you I took a shitload of

warfarin.”
We laughed and I said, “It’s bullshit, isn’t it?”
“That’s exactly what it is,” she said. “You know, everything should take

forever, or it should be over just like that, and no one even knew it was there.”
I wasn’t totally sure what she meant but I knew it probably had to do

with a discussion we’d had on line about confessional art. No, wait, it was
confessional writing, and Marc was saying all these things about how you had to
use your imagination, and literature was about creation not mimicry, only he
used some Greek words for it, and Cody told him that was bullshit, too much of
real life’s about pretending, when we write we need to be shot of all that and
peel the skin off the inside of our head and write the noise and the colour we
see, just how it is. We’d all talked about generals and specifics and infinites and
nothings, and I think she meant something like that, but there wasn’t really time
to check.

I asked her what I should do, if I should walk straight off, or keep going
on and on like Jimmy Stewart filibustering in Mr Deeds, or just say I thought the
idea of everything in four minutes was a bit shit.

“Do what they want you to do,” she told me. “Tell them a story.”
I explained that was the problem, I had no idea how to write a story

about everything, or about four minutes, or about how stuff was a bit shit.
“It should be a story about how you can only fit everything in forever or

in nothing at all.”
I told her that wasn’t very specific, and she said it was. She said it was the

most specific thing of all, that was the point, but she was already starting to drift.
“You know what,” she said, really loudly it seemed, so loud I forgot all

about the blood, and it felt like we were back in the coffee shop on Ken High
St. “If you need to ask me what story to tell, maybe you’re not a writer at all.”

I told her she really didn’t take any bullshit and she told me that was
damn right.
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I asked her if she minded talking like this and she said there was nothing
she’d rather talk about, and then she started asking me what colour the sculpture
was. I couldn’t really remember. I’d only seen the photo, but she wasn’t having
that and kept asking me to tell her what colour were the walls, and what colour
were the things inside them. You could only see one of the sections in the photo
Emily sent round, but I closed my eyes and remembered as hard as I could and
started reciting shapes and colours and relations.

And she said “That’s exactly it”
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meat

A while back Elly suggested I might start to put something together for a
project she was working on about objectification. It sounded like a great idea, so
close to the subjects I’ve worked on for so long, but when it came to the actual
writing of it, I realised I didn’t have the first clue how to get something sensible
down on paper in less than a gazillion words. I played around, started things that
got deleted, bounced things on twitter, e-mailed friends who might point me in
the right direction – Penny, maybe, or Kirsty, or even Marc who might have
some bonzo wheeze about how I could make it all about typography.

Nothing.
So in the end I swallowed my nerves and my pride and called Sadie.
When I was a primary school kid I’d always been a prodigious dreamer, a

composer of scenarios about the girls in my class, or women I saw on the TV, at
the cinema, in my mum’s home shopping catalogues.

But, in the summer between primary and secondary school (for some
weird reason that had to do with long division I was 10 rather than 11, which
may or may not have anything to do with anything) Sadie was the first time I
stepped the line between daydream and fantasy.

When she answered the phone her voice was kind of echoy. I told her
why I was calling and asked if she minded me calling her about something so
personal. She asked me why on earth I thought she would mind, and I told her
she was the first girl I’d had those kind of thoughts about, that two years after
the summer we’d spent hanging out, after a few dry runs with some topless
playing cards someone had brought back from a field trip to France I’d closed
my eyes in the bath and it was her face I saw the first time I came for real. I told
her I’d stored up some of the best tits I’d seen on late night movies and pasted
them onto her, just below her face, and I said I wasn’t sure if me saying that
kind of thing to her after all this time might make her feel weird.

She said she had no idea why I’d think something so ridiculous, what
were the fantasies of some hormonal twelve year-old to her now she was in her
30s and that summer – and me – was so many lives away it might as well be an
agony letter in a magazine I was reading to her. And besides, she’d cut her wrists
open just before I called and the blood was swirling in the bathwater over her
tits, and yes they were rather perky still, probably just like something from a late
night film, and she found it rather amusing as she watched to imagine her blood
was my cum.

I asked her if she had Skype or anything else like that so I could take a
look and see if they’d turned out the way I’d imagined them, and she said I’d
made do with my imagination till now, and I agreed, and she was right, what did
I need a camera for when the picture was so clear.

Then she said she had something to ask me, so I told her to go ahead,
and she said that after all the help she thought she’d given me getting off over
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the years, maybe I could do something for her. I said sure, and she said thank
you, though by now it was getting hard to hear the exact words. I asked her
what she wanted, and she said once she was gone if I was going to call the police
or the hospital or whatever then before I did could I go round there don’t worry
the door’s open and take a knife it’s OK there are some really sharp ones in the
kitchen drawer and find her and wash her down with cold water and take her
out of the bath she hopes I’ve been working out but she’s looked after herself
and even if she’s a dead weight she’s not that much of a weight and lay her on
the floor and open her legs and put the knife in the tender part of her groin and
peel back some skin and any fat there might be though she’s sure there won’t be
much because of the exercise and take out the thinnest sliver of muscle and put
one hand on her tits and feed myself her flesh with the other.

I told her I didn’t know, that was a lot to land on someone.
There was a noise, like coughing, or like paper tearing, and I asked her

what it was and she said she was laughing, only by then she wasn’t. She wasn’t
anything.

I sat with the phone to my ear listening to the not anything and
wondering if I had enough for my piece and I could put it down yet.
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photo fit

In Oxford the parks all shut at dusk, whatever time of year it is. So in winter Sal
and I have them to ourselves for more than half the day. It’s easy enough to slip
into the trees before the guards come round on their carts talking about football
or how tea in this place stinks or how the bitch wouldn’t let me and it’s been
five Saturdays in a row now, and we laugh at the snatches we hear and think
how dull their lives are but at least they’re not as dull as the students who think
they’ve got the future beat as a rock star, novelist or a Nobel Prize winner.

In the week we hang out in Christ Church Meadow because from there
you can see the windows of what must be a hundred student rooms, and we lie
on the grass and watch the lights go on and off and count the curtains still left
to close and take videos of the ones that don’t, even if it’s only someone making
coffee or looking out of the window because, you know, one day we might want
to watch someone making coffee.

On weekends, like today, we go to parties like the one where we met.
People are so easy to please when you turn up late with lots of drink. And when
you stay till everyone else has emptied their stomachs in the sink and staggered
back home or crumpled where they stood like the pissheads of Pompeii, and do
a bit of shuffling with bottles, you find yourself on the eternal guestlist of the
clueless minds.

Vodka, says Sal holding up two bottles jazz hands style.
Te—QUI—la, I say reaching two bottles around her.
A redhead wearing some kind of lamé dress squeals and ushers us in like

her oldest friends in the world. We squeeze through to the front room on the
left and on a formica topped table under the window we find the bar, where it
invariably is at a student house party.

Sal pours shots for everyone and hands them round, dancing out the
steps and smiles she’s learned by heart.

Things are already slowing down. Like the end of the Titanic when
they’re all getting cold and the sea goes quiet and bodies start dropping off bits
of debris without making even the sound of the surface of the water breaking.
It’s easy to manoeuvre my way to the wall, moving arms and legs, anorexic
backsides and spotty shoulders like placemats.

I watch her, like I watched her the first time. Same dress, same flicks of
the head, succumbing to the same slow stiffness of the limbs. The room goes
quiet around her till she crumples onto the sofa, the last piece of the
anaesthetised jigsaw.

I’m so still no one even half-intoxicated would distinguish me from the
furniture. No one moves but I know to stay here, to wait, to watch Sal breathing
slow and shallow.

Eventually, movement. He wasn’t asleep, just marking time. Like I’d been
doing the night we met. He tries to be quiet in that drunken, exaggerated way
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people have. Cautious within the bubble of his tunnel vision, but not really
vigilant, not enough to spot me, blended with the cheap cigarette-stained
wallpaper.

He approaches the sofa. He has stopped looking around. Doesn’t notice
the click. Sees and hears nothing but Sal.

They go different parts of all the way, from a hand on the outside of her
top to reaching out for a bottle and going the full Fatty Arbuckle.

But invariably they’re silent.
Just in case they wake anyone.
Except me. Sal said she chose me because I started quoting Henry Miller

when I put my finger in her asshole. You wanted that more than you wanted not
to wake me, she said. I said, you were already awake, and she said, yeah but you
didn’t know and I came on your first word for that.

His first touch is light. Short. Testing. Tips of the fingers. If she moves,
he’ll laugh and pretend he slipped. She doesn’t move. Of course she doesn’t.
Then the full palm on her breast, through cloth. He leaves it there a good
minute. Removes it. Lowers his head. Fingers lifting an edge of fabric. Looks,
taking in skin. Doesn’t touch. He’s a shy one. Hand moves downward, settles
briefly on her backside. Doesn’t linger. The dress is thin, loose, falls and clings,
he feels every contour of her crotch, feels she has no underwear, feels the bar
run through her left lip. Hand still. Taking it in. Thinking. Daring himself.
Wants to look. Wants to touch. Lifts fabric, looks. Blinks like he’s taking a
picture for an album.

And leaves.
I sit on the towpath south out of Oxford. There’s still an hour or so

before sun-up and the laptop screen looks like a second reflection of the moon
next to the silver canal.

Sal lies on the gravel beside me and I can’t tell if her eyes are open or
closed, if she’s here with me or somewhere else, and if she is whether I’m there
with her, and if someone’s touching her and if they are if that someone is me.

I ask her what she’s thinking, and wonder if I’m asking her, or the other
Sal, wherever she is, and she says it’s cold, and I tell her I’ve finished the upload
and she says that’s great because, you know, one day she might want to watch.
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head
head
bloodrush. Milk. Black.
Head
diabetic priest. Confessional chocolate. Cunt cheese.
Head
take it. Whimper. Gimp mask. Lips.
Head
bang. Pottery. Stairs. Daddy. Bang.
Head.
Choke. Throttle. Motor.
Head
head
head
guitar. Meth. Monkey-wrench. Chord.
Head
wet. Grey. In. pink. Switchblade.
Head
thrash thrash thrash thrash
thrash thrash thrash
head
there are these moments when everything is transparent and I’m seeing through
me and you to the edge
head
ludicrous random
head
scab. Linen. Clot.
Head
thrash
head
thrash
head
tulips. Galileo. Toner. Glass.
Head
glitter. Snot. Deelyboppers. Halo.
Head
thigh. Neck. Eyes. Horizon.
Head
through me and you to the edge.
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Glass

I recognised Jani’s lips from the video at the gallery. In the film they endlessly
formed the same silent shapes they made as she pulled on a string of joints. I
raised my cigarette to her and while the room between us stretched and shrank
and bent out of shape, we smoked and watched each other, fixed points on
opposite walls.

I don’t remember talking to her but I must have done because I knew to
turn up at Costa at eight the next morning, and Jani smiled and called, “Hey,
Sandie!” when I walked in.

I fetched a double espresso with two extra shots and we both sat,
breathing in the fumes, with our elbows resting on the table and our chins on
our knuckles.

We sat like that for an hour, maybe more. Taking each other in. She wore
a thick, loose-knit grey jumper and her hair hung in clumps around her face. Her
skin had started to crease around eyes that danced and darted like lenses
constantly recalibrating in an effort to focus.

We said nothing but the next day we were there again, tiptoeing round
each other in silence.

And every day for a week, and another until one day, when the grounds
of our coffees had gone cold, she said, “Come with me.”

“Where are we going?” I asked.
“To the exhibition.”
The student on the gallery reception nodded to me like a landlord

welcoming a regular and starting to pull their usual.
“No,” she said, very quietly, as I headed to the glass doors between the

foyer and the exhibition room where If a Windscreen Shatters in a Scrapyard would
be looping away. I’d sat for hours trying to figure out where the film ended and
began, cataloguing exaggerations of her lips and patterns of light on her face like
a pathologist looking for markers on skin and teeth. The words had offered little
help. I’d tried mimicking the shapes her mouth made but the sounds that played
in my head when I did were meaningless.

Her hand steered me to the side, through a door marked private, and I
followed her along corridors and up stairs, round corners and down steps until,
finally, she held a door open. Inside was dark, like I’d stepped into Schrödinger’s
box. Her fingers on my shoulders pushed me forward then pressed down lightly
to indicate I should sit.

A switch clicked and I blinked several times to ease through the whiteout.
I was looking at a room. The exhibition room. I tried to orient myself

within it. Ahead, a woman entered through a doorway, and came towards us
without seeing or slowing, like a suicide walking into the sea. I reached out a
hand to stop her and it met glass.

We were behind the screen.
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I realised what that meant.
“You watched me?”
“I watched you.”
I thought of the hours I’d spent mumbling and repeating nonsense back

at the screen.
“It’s OK,” she said.
“I was trying to figure out what you were saying,” I explained.
“Me too,” she said
“I don’t understand.”
“I’ll tell you a story,” she said, and she did, looking in front of her,

through the glass, never turning to me.
“A girl grew up in an isolated village in what’s now Kosovo. She was

always sick so she didn’t go out much. Instead, her parents left her with her
grandmother during the day. Granny was the last surviving speaker of her
village’s language. The girl would beg the old woman to teach her what the
strange sounds meant, but granny was out of her mind so the girl just listened
and tried to remember them although they meant nothing.

“Then the war started. One after another groups of guys with guns would
come into the village and beat the men and rape the women and then leave, and
the villagers would wait in fear for the next group to come.

“One day soldiers wearing pale blue berets came, and no one was afraid
of them. The villagers even cracked open the wine they’d been saving, and
shared it with them. When they were all drunk, one of the soldiers stood up and
smashed a bottle. He held the splintered neck in his fist and started laughing and
then the others did the same and with the broken glass they slit the throats of all
the men in the village and raped the women so hard they bled to death. Even
granny.

“The little girl’s mother had taken her into the furthest corner she could
find, placed a finger over her lips and willed her not to cry. But the soldiers
found them, and when they did the girl was so frightened she started reciting the
words she’d learned from granny, like a charm. ‘Listen to that!’ her mother
screamed. ‘This little girl is the last person alive who can speak those words.’
Which in a way she was. ‘Take her. Take her and her words will make you rich!’

“And after they’d raped her mother with the broken bottles and watched
her bleed out, they did. They brought her back to England and sent her to
school, and college. But they didn’t make a penny from her.”

Jani reached into her pocket and took out a joint. As she lit it, the woman
in the exhibition room seemed to flinch and look around her before turning
back to the screen.

Afterwards, we sat in silence for a while, looking out through the glass
like it was the sea and far away there might be gulls circling a coastline.

The next morning I was there at Costa at eight.
“Hey, Sandie!” called Jani as I fetched my coffee.
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We sat, our elbows resting on the table and our chins on our knuckles,
breathing caffeine and staring through each other.

And the next morning.
And every morning since.
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solid

We watch Magnolia in rolled-up T-shirts, and our shoulders don’t touch, not
even when Aimee Mann starts to sing and we’re sweating. Not a drop of my
sweat touches a drop of hers. Our feet don’t touch under the table at the diner,
and we’re on the bus and our arms don’t touch and she says come in, cool
down, and I do and our fingers don’t touch when she passes me a beer, and our
hair doesn’t touch as it strings down over our faces while we do lines off her
bathroom tiles, and we stand on her steps and our hands don’t touch and she
says My God this heat, and I say yeah this heat, and our words pass straight
through each other like even they don’t touch and hers smell of beer and mint.

I answer the phone. It’s Sean. He’s crying and making noises like he’s blowing
bubbles and he’s trying to say stuff that just sounds like vowels, so I say where
are you, man? and he’s gasping and wailing and gasping again but I think I hear
him say square. Richardson Square used to be grass and trees and swings that
had some of their original paint but now it’s just grey shit of one kind or another
piled on other grey shit, and Sean’s there, just sitting, and it’s impossible to miss
him in his red sneakers and yellow top. His head’s bowed and he doesn’t move
when I approach and at first I think he might be dead but I figure if he’s dead in
Richardson someone would’ve taken his sneakers by now so I guess he’s just in
his own bit of time that’s going more slow than everything around him.

I say whassup, man, and he doesn’t look up, but his body shakes, once,
and there’s a sound from somewhere, S’Bobbi. I say, Bobbi? And then there’s
nothing and we sit so long if anyone saw us they’d just see a film of that grey
shit by now.

Mo’fucker’s dead, he says at last. I say, Bobbi’s dead?
He says I’m so scared, don’t leave me man, and I say, it’s OK man we’re

solid, and we sit for so long and still the sun won’t come up and my eyes are
sticky and my throat’s dry and I think maybe we’re gonna spend our lives in
Richardson wrapped in some grey shit cocoon.

It’s not raining. In films it’s always raining, like the director thinks making the air
wet and thick makes lovers light and slick and they’re pressed into one another
and become one writhing thing almost by accident. But they don’t become one
thing, and the rain is a lie, and no matter the sweat and the water and the oil and
the melting lipstick they aren’t one creature and they never will be. The rain’s a
lie and the kissing’s a lie and the skin sliding on skin’s a lie and the way the cloth
disappears in the torrent’s a lie and the fucking’s a lie and coming together like
some piece of harmony’s a lie.
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It isn’t raining, and we stand awkwardly on her doorstep until she says
come in, and inside it’s dry and we have drinks but it’s still dry and even when
our clothes are gone our skins keep getting in the way and by then our mouths
are dry and when I come it tears the back of my throat and when she comes
she’s so dry she just sobs and sobs and nothing comes out.

Sean’s in the same clothes he wore two nights ago, and now they’re not so
bright and there are tears in the seams, and he’s got stubble only I can barely see
where the stubble stops and the dirt begins.

You been sleeping in the square, I ask.
Man, he says, no way. They’d see me there. I found some steps off

Montaigne with railings and boxes and stuff so you can’t see shit from the street.
They? The guys who killed Bobbi?
He looks up from the coffee I sprung him and his eyes are staring like

he’s looking through me, and the dirt on his face makes his cheeks look way
more hollow than they can have gotten in two days, but the way he looks scares
the shit out of me so I order waffles and eggs.

Yeah, the guys who killed Bobbi, he says when his plate’s empty.
You know who did that?
Yeah, I know who did that, and this time his eyes are looking at me and

there’s a question, a desperate one, and I wonder if we’re being watched from
somewhere, and if whoever’s watching, if anyone is, can see that he hasn’t told
me their name, and I quit wondering and look back at him and the question’s
still there, thick between us, and I shout the waitress and before I go I slip her a
twenty and make sure she knows to see Sean’s had whatever he wants before
she lets him out.

We’re round at mine and it’s nearly three in the morning already. The night is so
still and hot we have the window wide open but we can’t see any stars past the
neon that gives everything in the room a strange halo, so when we’ve already
been fucking for two hours and she looks at me like there’s some kind of beast
inside her punching to get out of her eyes and reaches down calm as anything
and takes the knife out of her bag it shines, kind of dull, and gives off this
glowing metal fuzz like it’s a backlit Christmas-tree angel.

She screws up her forehead and slaps her temple with the hand that isn’t
holding the knife and slaps it again, hard, with her open palm and in one motion
she lowers her hand, slices straight across the front, takes mine before I can
move, does the same, drops the knife like it’s burning, and presses our palms
together. The screams come together and a dog starts barking and her blood
and mine start running together looking crazy in the neon light.

Why won’t it work, she mutters. Again and again. Why won’t it work?
And a line of heat runs across the wound and pulses hot, hot, and the pain has
only just arrived and I know our blood has run together and our screams have
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run together and our pain is running together and it’s all because the wound will
never be deep enough and I begin to shake my head and sob and cry, It’ll never
work, and the salt and blood and scream wear a halo of neon like they’re molten
hell.

The clock on the screen says it’s night so it must be dark out but I haven’t seen
a window for days, or maybe hours, or since who knows when. I put the phone
to my ear and listen but it’s not really words, or a voice, just a series of broken
sounds punctuated occasionally with scared and help and square.

I listen and I think. I think, it must be dark out, but not as dark as it is in
here in this room with walls and boards and a ceiling and switches and fabric
made from pain cut in strips so thick and woven so tight that nothing could ever
escape. The sounds coming from the speaker are so much quieter than the
sounds in my head and eventually they fade to a level hiss and I throw the
phone across the room.

Our bodies are slick and in the darkness it is impossible to tell how much
of the liquid drowning us is sweat, and how much oil, and how much blood.

No matter how we bite and fuck and fist we still sit apart in the blackness,
separated by skin, and as long as we sit and we fist and bite and fuck we will
always be separated and she says, I can feel every part of you beneath your skin
and I can see your soul behind your eyes and I can press up against what’s there
and the gap between us is so fucking small but it will never go away; and I say,
Never? So we just sit apart in the darkness forever and never see into each
other’s soul and never feel each other’s blood or hear each other’s breath, each
one of us in our separate cells keening our loneliness into the night, and she
says, No, that’s not the answer, and I say, What is?

and I hear the sound of metal and feel nothing but warmth and she takes
my hand and presses it against hers, and the warmth becomes heat, and the heat
becomes cold, and from somewhere I hear the sounds,

just
not
this
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The last fluffer in la la land
Pills and porn have always gone together like a pair of plastics in a double D
cup, but these days it’s not dolls and dexies they hand around. The pills are small
and blue and purely functional. It should be working by now but it’s not. It
never does.

Asia Carrera’s sitting at a desk that’s all chipboard and hollow and works
just enough that she can pull a drawer half open and take out a Rabbit. I’m
meant to walk in on her and she makes to slam it back in horror and we all
know it’s not her libido that changes her mind, it’s that if she slams it the whole
thing’ll fall to pieces.

This suit’s scratching and the pill’s definitely doing nothing.
“I need a piss,” I say.
“No fucking way,” says Greg. “We’re out of here in an hour.”
“He’s gonna clean off, yeah?” says Asia and she looks like she’s about to

bring a fist down on the desk and fuck the schedule worse than soaping a guy’s
dick would.

Greg goes over and massages her traps and says, “He’s not going
anywhere, sweetie.” He looks at me and his eyes say get the fuck on with it, shit
for brains.

“Look,” I say, flicking my eyes and trying to be shifty. I move in and
bend to his ear. “I really need to do some coke, man.”

Greg takes a hand off Asia, puts it on me and smile and says, “Be quick
already.”

“Sure, man.”
I head out the studio down the bare concrete floor, past the toilet, and

turn he handle of the producer’s assistant’s door.
I can feel something already. I wonder sometimes if it’s the pill kicking in

after all but I’m never going to take the chance finding out.
Kelly looks fan-fucking-tastic like she always does with her grey suit

stretched over fake tits that hang slightly too high on her chest and black hair
held in place with a bit much spray. If she tried to wrap it round my cock I
wonder if it’d cut into my skin. The thought makes me start to throb and twitch.

“So I wrote the last two chapters,” she says, undoing my belt, pulling my
pants to the floor, and sliding my boxers down.

“You figured out an ending at last.”
“I told you about that already.”
“Yeah,” I say. “The story ends before the book begins.”
“That’s right. The rest is just shooting the shit till someone remembers

they forgot to turn off the lights.”
She cups my balls in the palm of her left hand and puts the fingers of the

right in her mouth, takes them out and squeezes gently on my shaft.
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“So what happens to Elle?” I ask, one hundred percent hard by now as
she pulls my foreskin back and begins to inscribe semi-circles on my glans with
her wet fingers.

“Nothing happens. One day she doesn’t go into work, and the next day
she packs her things and goes back to her parents.”

“Are you leaving?” I feel the ligaments slacken slightly. She moves her left
hand under my balls, forms a fist, sticks out her middle finger, and begins
massaging my asshole.

She’s writing this novel called The Last Fluffer in La-La Land and it’s
totally autobiographical, Kelly was a fluffer at the studio, through two boob jobs
and three breakdowns and in and out of rehab and she was the only one who
ever got me hard the moment her skin and her nails touched me feather light,
and then Viagra came along and Greg told her to fuck off and I said fuck man,
your PA’s just fucked off to Portland with a meth head, why not let her do that?
And Greg said Suzy’s fucked off to Portland? And I said Suzy’s just had her
fifth kid, Madeleine’s fucked off to Portland and Greg said how the fuck do you
know that, are you the father? And I said no I just know what the fuck’s
happening and Greg said I guess you’re right, I need a PA, and so here she is.

“Asia’s six years older than me,” Kelly says, like it answers the question.
“I know.”
She runs her tongue up the underside of my cock. I put my hand on the

top of her head and pull her away. Her hair’s softer than it looks.
“So what do her parents say?”
“Her parents take one look at her false tits and slam the door.”
I can see all the way to the bottom of her cleavage. Her skin’s wrinkled

and pinched from sun and surgery, and it makes me so hard my knees begin to
give.

“So what does she do then?”
“Fuck should I know?” she says. “That’s where I stopped writing.”
I shake my head and exhale loudly and say “What kind of ending’s that?

Shit needs sorting. Something good happens, something bad happens but fuck
it, something has to happen.”

She looks up at me. Her eyes are as black as the lenses of my Ray-bans. I
wonder how much coke she’s done and remember to do a couple of lines before
I leave. “That’s not how it works,” she says. “Shit never ends with something. It
always fades to nothing. You can try and hang on or you can lie down and let it
happen but in the end it’s just fucking entropy.” She closes her eyes and impales
her face on my cock and I hear her gag and have to pull her off me before I
shoot.

“Please,” she says, so quiet I can hardly hear.
“No.”
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I put my clothes back on, do two lines, and head back to the studio still
throbbing. There’s a sound in my ears as I leave. I can’t tell if it’s the noise of
sobbing coming from the office or just a faint ringing from the coke.

Greg looks at me. I wipe my nose and he calls action. Asia pretends to
take a call on a phone that’s not even got a lead. She feigns anger, then giggles
and opens the desk drawer and takes out the Rabbit, looks at it like it’s a new
flavour sandwich filling at the deli, and sticks it in her cunt although the only
thing making her wet is lube. I go on set and ten takes and thirty minutes later I
come on her tits and Greg calls wrap.

I pick up the suit, take it off set, and dump it, putting on my sweats and
T-shirt. I take time to sit and listen to some Green Day and enjoy the fact I’m
wearing non-scratch clothing again.

It’s only half an hour till I leave but the building has an empty feel
already, the smell of disinfectant and too much echo. No after-filming party, no
chat, no drink-fuelled giggles and screams. Everyone’s gone home or at the
editing suite or speaking to distributors and sales managers in sedans and suits.

I know she’ll be last to leave, so I stop by Kelly’s office, turn the handle
and go in.

She looks ridiculous, sprawled out on the floor like she’s been waiting for
me, with her top half naked and those ludicrous tits pointing straight at the
ceiling. I try to stifle a laugh so I don’t hurt her feelings, and then I realise she
might look dumb but the site of her like that has made me hard, and it’s only
after that I see the Vicodin bottles and notice her inflated chest isn’t moving.

I can’t move, and for what must be minutes here we are like some
cartoon, her pneumatic and half naked and dead and me mouth open in shock
with eight inches of wood bursting against my sweatpants.

“Stupid bitch,” I say at last, and then I shout it and then I scream it and
the lot echoes back at me, and I want to kick her, the dumb fuck. I want to kick
her so hard her fucking silicones pop, and I stand over her with my feet
touching her skin and I can see her stomach begin to shine like she’s sweating in
the lights, only she’s not sweating, it’s just my tears making random lines
through the fine hairs and tanned-out scars. I pull down my sweatpants and
briefs, and keep my eyes open and mutter “no” again and again under my breath
and watch white drops spatter her tits like a Jackson Pollock, and I pull my
clothes back on and leave the office and I don’t hear shit in my ears, not even
echoes.

A sheet of quarto by the exit screams at me “Last one out turn off the
fucking lights”. I stop for a moment, give it the finger, wipe off the last drops of
come so the print streaks on the paper, and the lights stay on.
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freakshow

I lie

Lip-reading the liquid crystal drumbeat.

Hours minutes seconds,

The tick tock triptych

Flickers faces of a pulsebeat promenade,

A pageant scarred

From the egg-pan scraps and rancid lard

Of my life.

One by one they hide their whispers in the roar,

The crowdsourced maw

The thousand mouths

That pound and gouge

Their silent cries

Inside my skull,

Behind my eyes,

Repeating

Repeating

Repeating, repeating:

Freakshow.

Freakshow plays a nightly Columbine zoetrope tamazepam blur, rejubilant slur,
infinite whir, sleep now bullet-hole smack-rush joy lie there the deserving dead
and never stir

Freakshow wears a wrist-slit wristlet of his meds, rosary recites and plucks each
bead and tongues each name, each holy mother treat me beat me amen

Freakshow has fuck-dream fantasies of Mary Bell, folds her in a skin book
blanket to protect her from a living hell

Freakshow finds stillness in the million iPod ears scrumming a chaos concertina;
in the neon thrum the bass and drum, the car horn and hawker, the cortisol
scent of slickers bonus-bent and rent boys, hookers, a thousand faces more lost
than his in cardboard houses, peeking out from Prada blouses, empty, drawn,
transparent, the human twilight fading on another Waterloo day
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Freakshow harvests cancer daydream sinews, tans and tenderises with his
keypad club, chemo anaesthetises them till each page hollers at the star-pricked
unpolluted sky grazing the night for kitten candy innocents to scrape, for
stopped-up pelmet ears to rape

This sicked-on Soho sidewalk night slithers toward a mocchalatte dawn, turns
off the torture porn of spooling self-derision, the prophecies, the visions, the
pharmacy and fallout from another fissile half-life, and bares its wrists to the
drab diazepam day,

The lithium grey

The fog, the fug, the cigarette-smoke grey

The sacred grey

The damnèd grey

This daylight veil

I wear like dust

This calico skin I push through the pores from my endlessly replenishing
stuffcloth innards mind

Is me

I’m

Your border control, your cornerstone, lintel, your lychgate

The skin that shrink wraps and vacuum packs you

The barcode that tracks you

The white sand shore that laps on your drabness

That traps the flab and flaccid slab of your normality.

I’m the cock, the gash

The pox, the rash

The stenching slash to your screaming throat, your pleading bleeding hands that
wrote their foul graffiti on the wall, the great stone empty hall;

The echoes in your ears, the reflections in your tears, the flea bite fingers that
pricktease your skin for eighty seven years

Repeating

Repeating

Repeating, repeating

Freakshow.
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Awake

I woke up to a sweating sick-stained sun, locked in a lunacy of suited normals
clacketing blackberries hum thrum hangover drum.

I woke up sodden, frozen, crusted with tears from dreams of desert spaces and
neon electric amphetamine places.

I woke up homeless, skin grotesqued on John Lewis glass, caged in beige and
cursed and coughed and incantated, deflated and scoffed and stoned and
slashing, smashing at the prison window for blood-soaked release.

I woke up on the office floor sodomised by spreadsheet slutting jargon-happy
whores in shirts and ties and CK1 and stripped and whipped by flights of office
angels.

I woke up staring at the eyes of Martin Luther King, the gaze of Kurt Cobain,
the glaze of Janis, Jimi, Jack, the drug-drawn, the persecuted, spat on, the
unvoiced, the bony-fingered, track-marked, the unwritten gospels, cracked
canvas dried-up colour-wombs.

I woke up glaring at the billion unaccounted reasons not to die, slapped welts to
make my cheeks too raw to turn away and cry...and cursed the mornings
spooling out towards the twilight, the daily pill the act of will it takes to make
the choice to live.

There is no more tomorrow

There is only an endless today strung out like a thousand junkies coming down
the mountain cradling tablets carved with promises from their gods.

We run, fucked-up and spectacular, into the dervish hills singing flail-body
ballads at the sun.

Heavy-legged triumphant we outrun the sunset, slash our doubting skin, and
flash and flame the skies with drug-fuelled screams and hypomanic dreams...and
burning blazing life into its pitch pool eyes amid the frauds, the fakes, they give
we take the sicked-up dawn

we are awake
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SKIN BOOK

Tonight I felt your eyes

on my skin

like they’re wet lips sucking the sweat off me. I sat at the bar with a mojito,
thinking it’s winter and there’s still the hot nylon scratch of cheap clothing

on my skin.

I felt the drink go sour in my throat; I pissed it down the shitpan, and scrubbed
away the stench but the soap smelled worse

on my skin

so I stuffed garlic butter chicken down my throat that fucked with the mojito in
my belly and squeezed out rancid pustules that sat like oily islands

on my skin

and walked out, pushing my shoe against the crease of your trouser leg as I
passed you at the table by the door. I sat in the car and replayed the sound of
the cloth and thought the mucus in my mother’s gut was the last time I felt
another person

on my skin

and I saw Jon leaning still against the sideboard, and the lilt of his words, the
gentle patter, the casual way he told me what he wanted, and how cold the
metal, and how hot the liquid, and how the mucus in my mother’s gut was the
last time I felt another living person

on my skin.

Driving home I wondered, is it wrong to want your snot-piss-shit-come-vomit

on my skin?

The cotton sheets stroke, suck, soothe and I lie down and count, 32 years, 32
marks in the front of my SKIN BOOK, and maybe when I’m 80, a life and a
half from now, maybe when I’m 80 I’ll lose my mind and take off the sweat-
fuck plastic scratch pants and see what it’s like to have the sun

on my skin

but now I’d like to take your snot-piss-shit-come-vomit, filtered through the
nylon mesh, and spread it

on my skin

and tell my SKIN BOOK how you feel.

*
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You said

“When I was a child I prayed to God for cancer every night, for the doctor to
tell my parents ‘your son’s dying’ and them to notice they had a son. But I
turned 18 and I’d never even had the flu so God and I went our separate ways.”

I said

“How does it feel to be invisible? I bet the freedom makes you kinda drunk.”

and you said

“Sometimes I ride the subway all day and no one sees me; I’ll walk the carriage
and see a pair of tits and hang them in the tit gallery in my head. I look through
the cloth and between the buttons and where the edge of the fabric comes loose
from the skin and I trace the curve of the tits, and the pert, plump fullness of
the tits and the sleek pointed skin tapering the tits to the nipples; and I go home
and walk all night through the rooms of my tit gallery and I come and the voice
says come on my tits and fingers touch and we come together in the tit gallery in
my head.”

and I said

“Do YOU ever touch?”

You said

“I’m not some kind of fucking pervert”

and I said

“You’re exactly some kind of fucking pervert”

and you said

“So why do you hang out with me?”

I said

“You’re my fuck crush”

and you said

“I don’t wanna fuck”

and I said

“I can’t fuck”

and spent the night taking pictures on my cell phone and the day pasting them
into my SKIN BOOK.

*

I was

12
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and he said I want to touch, just once, that’s all, my skin on yours, and I said I
don’t want you to touch and he said I want to touch and I said you’re not
listening. He said I want to touch there and I want to touch there where the skin
feels different, and carry the memory on my fingers and put it where my skin
feels different and I said I don’t want you to touch.

12

times the eyelids opened in my head and bile and lust and fear pushed the
eyelids open on my face and sent me to my desk to open my SKIN BOOK and
make the choice: I will not die today. I will not die before this page is full. I’m 32
and there are

12

full pages in my SKIN BOOK. I carry their memory in my fingers, and I put my
fingers on my skin and touch and it feels different from my SKIN BOOK. I
think how he felt, and how he feels, and close my eyes and stop my ears and
know the difference between them is the breath and the heartbeat and the
stench of pheromone that makes one of them alive. It’s

12

o’clock and I open my eyes and think, I will not die today.

I was

12

when he said fuck me and I said yes fuck you, and wrote on the first page of my
SKIN BOOK, tomorrow I’ll be

13.

*

I open the page and the chat bar’s

blank.

The greyed-out dot fuzzes in my greyed-out head. Are you there? I type and my
finger hovers over send. The pressure of the splinter on my shin, the sour
blood, the throb throb pulse remind me not to ask. Are you there? Tracing,
tracking, trapping her in your head, pinning and pressing her for later. Her

blank

eyes fail to notice yours spreading her shirt. Her dumb passive fuck-yeah-that’s-
right-there-harder-harder-yes skin hangs from her body, sits, limp, waits for
another morning and another till the last, and sweaty stenching takes the toecaps
and the fists, the fingers, come and piss, the eyes, the tongues, the whispers, the
leering, beer and bliss, the

blank
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stare of a stranger at the table by the door. Are you there? I know the sound
exactly, its pitch its timbre, its tone. I know the sound rubber, scuffed and
broken, the gravel stuck between two treads, the click-clank-echo of your shoes
in each room of the tit gallery in your head. I know the height, the depth, the
doorways, the spacing of each portrait, each length of pace, each length of stare.
I know the moment your skin slips on your skin, slides, pummels, fights, rips
and sighs, the angle of your head as you turn to go, fixing on the

blank

spaces between each portrait. You suck the skin from my flesh as you leave, to
cloak you in the ice-stab-sting of your mind. Are you there? My slashed leg
screams and I drive my knuckles on the broken wood, slam, slam slam, till they
scream back and slam the keys and the letters scab the screen one by one
through the pain, and fibres peeling, pus sluicing, bone fighting wood fighting
bone, letters sicked up from the scream, and my finger presses down and the
screen goes

blank.

*

My whole body’s cold on the cotton save the 6 inch band binding the gash in
my leg. I pull my SKIN BOOK close, press my fingers on the warm blank page,
let it breathe into me, and write, Imagine a house with

2

people.

2

faces lit through one window

2

cups with coffee the same luke warm

2

sets of fingerprints on the handle of the bedroom door

2

fobs of identical keys

2

skins losing heat in every room

2

greasy plates left on the sideboard overnight

2
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sets of footprints in January snow

2

voices breaking the stillness

2

mouths breathing the first cigarette smoke of the day

2

pairs of eyes exploring the darkness in the night

2

knives on the table

2

razor blades on the bathroom sink

2

pairs of hands

2

sighs

2

screams

2

cuts

2

bloods

2

screams

2

hands

2

hands

2

touch-scabs

2.
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I close my SKIN BOOK and the pages fall back open. My SKIN BOOK
breathes through my fingers, through my sourblood to my head, whispers a
membrane-throb, a house with

2

people.

*

Are you there? The chat bar pings and I

echo

I’m here. I was there you say. I

echo

so was I. You were at the bar you say. Your black skirt scratched your thighs.
The nylon made your skin hot and through your top I followed the sweat-carved
valleys in the fine hair on the small of your back. I say I felt your eyes. You see
but never touch. You see across the room, through clothes, I wonder if you see
through skin. You

echo

yeah, I see. I see the ice withdrawn, the skin left warm, almost alive, almost
breathing, bereft of the absolute zero inside. I say you can talk and you

echo

yeah, I can talk. I say have you always been like this and you say like what and I
say like this semi-human tundra watching hunter and you say oh like that and I

echo

yeah, like that. The silence-shrug fucks my head and I say well have you and you
say I guess, have you? And I say yeah. Always. I say I had a twin. I had a twin
you

echo

I say he died and you

echo

yeah, she died. I say I have to go and you say so do I, and the screen goes black
and I open my SKIN BOOK and I write I had a twin, he died, and my fingers
feel the

echo

*

We met in a forum. Some trashbitch squealed I like to

feel
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it ram hard, long, fist sharp thick, ah, and some chintz-dress slut-fuck sighed no
I like to

feel

Hands on the pores of my skin like summer sky meadows, breeze on my
breasts, soft, ah, slide, gliding hands. I said how does it

feel?

And trashbitch said like fuckin’ A and chintz-slut said like heaven and I said no I
don’t mean that and you said I don’t know. I said to be touched, to

feel

another person’s skin on yours and you said I don’t know. I said not ever and
you said once. There was one once and it was warm and tight like plastic
stretched and pushed against my fingers and it pressed and squirmed and forced
the blood back from my skin, stuffed it up my throat, and blood and bile and
sweat-piss-come and I could

feel

myself empty and it was flat flaccid cold and I couldn’t

feel

the tits on my fingers. Trashbitch said I

feel

like I’m gonna retch and chintz-slut said I

feel

your pain and I said I want to

feel

you on my skin and you said you never will and I said I know I never will and
ran my fingers on my SKIN BOOK and thought could anything else

feel

this alive?

*

You stand in the porch with a bag on your shoulder and I say come in and you
do. I say follow me upstairs and you do. You follow me down the darkness,
through the doors, and sit on the cold cotton untouched sheets. I sit and say
your voice sounds how I thought it would and you say so does yours, and I say
look, and you say at what and you hold your eyes level with mine and make
yourself not look, and I reach beneath the pillow and pull out my

SKIN BOOK
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and you say, show me and I take your sleeve and place your hand on my

SKIN BOOK

and say I want you to touch. There. Your eyes close and I say look and you say
I’m looking and through the cloth I place your hand on the photographs in my

SKIN BOOK

and say look and your eyes are closed and I feel your footsteps in the sweep-
vault hallways of the tit gallery in my head and your gaze scrapes the inside of
my skull. Your eyes stay closed and I close mine too and there’s something in
my hand, skin cold on the cold skin of my fingers and I say what’s that and you
say it’s my

SKIN BOOK
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